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INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen, as an energy carrier, has become increasingly important, mainly in the last two decades. It owes its popularity to the increase in the energy costs caused by the uncertainty in the future availability of oil reserves 1 and also to the concerns about global warming and climate changes, which are blamed on manmade carbon dioxide emissions associated with fossil fuel use, 2 particularly coal. 3 Hence, despite the cost of hydrogen being still higher than most fossil fuels, its unique set of properties is finding new applications in many directions: hydrogen--fuelled forklifts are being used in enclosed spaces, different types of fuel cells (FCs) are being used in power production, major cities have implemented hydrogen-fuelled buses, FCs for electronic devices and mobile phones are close to commercialization; Germany is manufacturing and selling hydrogen-fuelled submarines, some companies are experimenting on hydrogen-fuelled sea-going vessels, and hydrogen FCs are being considered in aerospace applications. 4 Today, these major changes in our society have led hydrogen producers and some petroleum companies to establish hydrogen-fuelling stations throughout Japan and Germany. Major car companies are planning to start selling hydrogen-fuelled cars in Germany, Japan, and those places where there are enough hydrogen-fuelling stations, in 2-3 years' time. 4 Clearly, hydrogen has been perceived as a valid alternative to fossil fuels in many applications because of its advantage of being a clean fuel, considering that its use emits almost nothing other than water. Additionally, it can be produced using any energy source, with renewable energy being most attractive, 5 making it one of the solutions to sustainable energy supply in the so-called new "hydrogen economy." 6, 7 Notwithstanding the increasing interest in hydrogen as an energy carrier, its main uses continue to be in petroleum refining, ammonia production, metal refining, and electronics fabrication, with an average worldwide consumption of about 40 million tonnes. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] This large-scale hydrogen consumption consequently requires large-scale hydrogen production. Presently, the technologies that dominate hydrogen production include reforming of natural gas, 14 gasification of coal and petroleum coke, 15, 16 as well as gasification and reforming of heavy oil. 17, 18 Although water electrolysis has been known for around 200 years, 19, 20 it still contributes only a minor fraction of the total hydrogen production (4% of the worldwide hydrogen production). 21, 22 When compared to other available methods, water electrolysis has the advantage of producing extremely pure hydrogen (>99.9%), ideal for some high value-added processes such as manufacture of electronic components. 13 Water electrolysis is often limited to small--scale applications and to particular cases where large-scale hydrogen production plants are not accessible or economical to use. These include marine, rocket, spacecraft, electronic, and food industries, as well as medical applications.
Water electrolysis works well at a small scale, and the process is even more sustainable if electricity used is derived from renewable sources (e.g., wind, solar, hydro, etc.). In a conceptual energy system involving production, conversion, storage, and use in remote communities, water electrolysis may play an important role. When abundant renewable energy is available, extra energy may be stored in the form of hydrogen using water electrolysis. The stored hydrogen can then be used in FCs to generate electricity or used as a fuel gas for heating applications. Therefore, electricity generated by the renewable energy is either directly merged into the grid or used to produce hydrogen. Figure 1 illustrates such an energy system.
Figure 1. Conceptual energy system using water electrolysis to produce hydrogen for use as a fuel gas or an energy storage medium
Remote areas with abundant solar and/or wind resources for generating electricity can take advantage of water electrolysis to produce hydrogen to meet the energy needs of household applications such as lighting and heating, 23 for powering telecommunication stations, 24 for applications in small-scale light-manufacturing industry, for electricity peak shaving, and in integrated systems, both grid connected and grid independent. 25 Hydrogen produced by renewable energy sources has the advantage of mobility, which is essential for supplying energy in remote areas away from the main electricity grid.
Small-scale water electrolyzers may avoid the need for a large number of cryogenic, liquid hydrogen tanks or a huge hydrogen pipeline system. The existing electrical power grid can be used as the backbone of the hydrogen infrastructure system, contributing to the load leveling by changing operational current density in accordance with the change in electricity demand. 26 Small-scale water electrolyzers may be used to produce pure hydrogen and oxygen for diverse applications, such as use of hydrogen gas in laboratories and oxygen in life-support systems in hospitals. 27 It has been shown that for small systems, the dominant factor in determining the cost of electrolytic hydrogen is the cost of the electrolysis cells, whereas for large systems electricity cost and hydrogen value dominate the discussion. 13 Although hydrogen possesses the advantages of availability, flexibility, and high purity, for its widespread applications hydrogen production using water electrolysis needs improvements in energy efficiency, safety, durability, operability, and portability, and, above all, reduction in installation and operation costs. These features open up many opportunities for research and development leading to technological advancements in water electrolysis. This paper presents the electrochemical fundamentals of water electrolysis and a theoretical basis for scientific analysis of the available electrolysis systems. The various water electrolysis techniques and a broad range of applications are analyzed. The main research needs are identified and future trends are discussed.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
From the discovery of the phenomenon of electrolytic splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen to the development of modern electrolyzers, water electrolysis technology has seen continuous progresses over the past 200 years. 28 Following the discovery of electricity, J.R. Deiman and A.P. van Troostwijk, in 1789, used an electrostatic generator to discharge electricity through two gold wires placed inside a tube filled with water, causing evolution of gases. 29 Alessandro Volta invented the voltaic pile in 1800, and a few weeks later William Nicholson and Anthony Carlisle used it for electrolytic splitting of water. 30 Later, the gases produced during water electrolysis were identified to be hydrogen and oxygen. With the development of electrochemistry, the proportional relationship between electrical energy consumption and the amount of gases produced became established through Faraday's law of electrolysis. Finally, the concept of water electrolysis was defined scientifically and acknowledged. 31 With the invention of the Gramme machine in 1869 by Zénobe Gramme, water electrolysis became an economical method of producing hydrogen. A technique for industrial synthesis of hydrogen and oxygen through water electrolysis was developed later in 1888 by Dmitry Lachinov. By 1902, more than 400 industrial water electrolyzers were already in operation. 30 Figure 2 illustrates such early plants used for water electrolysis. 32 The period between the 1920s and the 1970s was the "golden age" for the development of water electrolysis technology, 28 when most of the traditional designs were created. Driven by the industrial need for hydrogen and oxygen, the knowledge established in the first stage was applied to the industrialization of water electrolysis technologies. In 1939, the first large water electrolysis plant, with a capacity of 10,000 N m 3 H 2 h −1
, went into operation, and in 1948, the first pressurized industrial electrolyzer was manufactured by Zdansky/Lonza. 30 Commercial water electrolysis concepts developed in this period include most of the technological components that are currently in use. 33 One of these components is the membrane. The first membranes to be commercialized were made of asbestos. However, asbestos is not very resistant to corrosion caused by a strongly alkaline environment at high temperatures. Moreover, due to its seriously adverse health effects, asbestos was gradually replaced by other materials. 34 From the 1970s onward, polymers based on perfluorosulfonic acid, arylene ether, or polytetrafluoroethylene have been used as gas separation material. 34, 35 Configuration of the water electrolysis cell also underwent several improvements through time. Typical conventional tank cells, with a unipolar configuration, are simple, reliable, and flexible. On the other hand, filter press cells, with a bipolar configuration, have lower Ohmic losses and are more compact. High-pressure water electrolyzers, which use the bipolar configuration, would be difficult to accomplish with unipolar cells. Disadvantages of the bipolar cells are related to their structural complexity, requirement of electrolyte circulation, and use of gas/electrolyte separators. 36, 37 The electrode material selected should have good corrosion resistance, high conductivity, high catalytic effect, and low price. 38 Stainless steel and lead were pointed out as cheap electrode materials, with low overpotentials, but these cannot tolerate highly alkaline environments. Noble metals were found to be too expensive to be used as bulk electrode materials. Ni was then recognized as an electroactive cathode material with good corrosion resistance in an alkaline solution (when compared to other transition metals) and rapidly became popular during the development of water electrolyzers. Ni-based alloys have then started to be the object of extensive research efforts. [39] [40] [41] These progresses motivated commercialization of water electrolyzers. The first records of commercial water electrolysis date back to 1900, when the technique was still in its early life. Two decades later, large-size electrolysis plants, rated at 100 MW, were developed in Canada, primarily to feed the ammonia fertilizer industries. 42 In the late 1980s, Aswan installed 144 electrolyzers with a nominal rating of 162 MW and a hydrogen generation capacity of 32,400 m 3 h −1
. The Brown Boveri electrolyzer is another highly modularized unit, which is able to produce hydrogen at a rate of about 4300 m 3 h −1 . Stuart Cell (Canada) is a well-known unipolar tank-type cell manufacturer. Hamilton Sundstrand (USA), Proton Energy Systems (USA), Shinko Pantec (Japan), and Wellman-CJB (UK) manufacture the latest proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolyzers. In the first half of the 20 th century, there was a huge demand for hydrogen in the production of ammonia fertilizers. This need for hydrogen stimulated the development of water electrolysis technology, which was helped by the low cost of hydroelectricity at the time. However, then hydrocarbon energy started to be applied massively in industry. Hydrogen could be produced in large scale through coal gasification and natural gas reforming, and at much lower costs, gradually fading the economic advantage of water electrolysis. At that point, progresses on water electrolysis for hydrogen production simply ceased.
The oil crisis of the 1970s renewed the worldwide interest in water electrolysis. 1 In the new hydrogen economy ideology, hydrogen was being considered to be the energy carrier of the future and the key to solve the problem of sustainable energy supply. Improving the efficiency of water electrolysis became a major goal. Novel breakthroughs were achieved at the cell level, with the emergence of PEM and pressurized water electrolyzers. 43 Compact, high-pressure water electrolyzers were used to produce oxygen on board the nuclear-powered submarines, as part of the life-supporting system. The compact design eliminates the gaskets between cells, requiring high-precision machining of the cell frames. However, high operating pressures of these water electrolyzers (up to 3.5 MPa) create a major safety problem. 1 In 1966, General Electric for the first time used a Nafion membrane to supply energy for space projects. 43 The PEM discovery enabled the development of PEM water electrolysis, also named as solid polymer electrolysis (SPE), whose operation principles are basically the reverse of a PEM FC. 44 Intensive studies were carried out to reduce the membrane cost. 45 In the early 1970s, small-scale PEM water electrolyzers were used for space and military applications. However, the short durability of the membrane makes PEM electrolyzers too expensive for general applications. 44 A PEM water electrolysis system may offer greater energy efficiency, higher production rates, and more compact design than traditional alkaline water electrolysis technologies. 46, 47 However, special requirements are needed for several of its components (e.g., expensive polymer electrolyte membrane, porous electrodes, and current collectors), which are its serious disadvantages. 25 Currently, many efforts are under way to integrate renewable energy technologies as energy sources in water electrolysis for hydrogen production, as a means for distributed energy production, storage, and use, particularly in remote communities. New water electrolysis concepts, such as photovoltaic (PV) electrolysis and steam electrolysis, are now emerging. Figure 3 presents the simplest water electrolysis unit, consisting of an anode and a cathode connected through an external power supply and immersed in a conducting electrolyte. A direct current (DC) is applied to the unit; electrons flow from the negative terminal of the DC power source to the cathode, where they are consumed by hydrogen ions (protons) to form hydrogen atoms. In the general process of water electrolysis, hydrogen ions move toward the cathode, whereas hydroxide ions move toward the anode. A diaphragm is used to separate the two compartments. Gas receivers are used to collect hydrogen and oxygen gases, which are formed at the cathode and anode, respectively (Figure 3 ).
FUNDAMENTALS OF WATER ELECTROLYSIS
For the case of water electrolysis in an acid or neutral aqueous electrolyte, the processes that occur at the electrodes' surface are described by Eqs. 1 and 2:
The sum of these two equations leads to the overall reaction of water electrolysis, as given in Eq. 3.
However, for the specific case of alkaline water electrolysis, where a strong base is used as the electrolyte, the hydroxide anions are transferred through the electrolyte to the anode surface, where they lose electrons that then return to the positive terminal of the DC power source. Nickel (Ni) is a popular choice due to its low cost, good activity, and easy availability. 48 To enhance conductivity, the electrolyte used in the cell should consist of high-mobility ions. 49 Potassium hydroxide (KOH) is normally used in alkaline water electrolysis, thus avoiding the corrosion problems caused by acid electrolytes. 42 KOH is preferred over sodium hydroxide (NaOH) because the former electrolyte solutions have higher conductivity. 50 Therefore, when the process is run in an alkaline electrolyte, the electrochemical reactions occurring at the cathode and anode are given by Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, respectively:
Of course the sum of Eqs. 4 and 5 will lead to the same overall reaction as described in Eq. 3, with the same value (−1.23 V) for the theoretical cell voltage. For these reactions to proceed, a number of barriers have to be overcome, which depend on the electrolysis cell components: the boundary layers at an electrode surface, electrode phase, electrolyte phase, separator, and electrical resistances of the circuit. Clearly, the performance of the electrolytic system must involve the understanding of the cell components. Therefore, it is appropriate to discuss them, at least in a relatively simple way.
Boundary layers at an electrode surface
The electrolytic reactions just described are heterogeneous reactions, i.e., they take place at the boundary between the electrode phase (often a solid metal or a carbonaceous material) and the electrolyte phase (often an aqueous salt solution). The discontinuous "interphase" region experiences differences in electrolyte velocity, concentration of electroactive species, and electrical potential with distance from the electrode. Each of these gradients gives rise to a different boundary layer near the electrode surface and to different physical consequences. It is most important to appreciate the nature of the phenomenon resulting from the gradients and the typical extent of each boundary layer ( Table 1) .
The hydrodynamic and concentration boundary layers lead to mass transfer of reactants and products within the solution and will be discussed later; here the focus is on a simplified treatment of the electrical double layer resulting from the potential gradient. The electrical double layer is localized over molecular dimensions at the electrode/electrolyte interface. It arises from the charge separation between an electrode and the surrounding electrolyte. Figure 4a shows a greatly simplified model of the double layer for the case of a negatively charged electrode surface, i.e., one having a surplus of electrons.
The inner, or "compact," layer consists of cations that are electrostatically held at the electrode surface and adsorbed solvent molecules. Outside of this highly structured layer lies the "diffuse" layer where the ions retain a structure that is higher in degree than that of the bulk electrolyte. The potential field resulting from this model is shown in Figure 4b . The potential decays linearly over the compact layer and then exponentially over the diffuse layer. The system behaves as two capacitances in series, one for the compact and another for the diffuse layers.
The presence of double layer has several important consequences: (i) the difference in potentials between the electrode and solution phases, φ e − φ s , provides the driving force for an electron transfer reaction across the interface; (ii) this driving force may be affected significantly by adsorption of species (reactants, products, solvent, ions, or contaminants) at the electrode surface; (iii) local differences in φ e − φ s may alter the localized driving force for reaction and hence the rate, current efficiency, or selectivity of an electrode process; (iv) the potential difference across the interface is localized over molecular distances, causing the potential gradient to be extremely large, for example, if φ e − φ s is equal to 2 V, over 0.2 nm, the potential gradient will be 10 10 V m −1 ; such a high and localized driving force enables energetically difficult processes to be carried out electrochemically; and (v) the double-layer capacitance measurements can provide useful information on adsorption at electrodes; however, it tends to create problems in kinetic studies, particularly at high-surface-area electrodes, and in case of rapid potential changes with time due to the existence of charging currents. In case of large electrodes used in industrial reactors, power supplies must be designed and controlled to handle start-up, shut-down, and other conditions where the electrode potential changes abruptly.
In the section devoted to the rate of electrode processes, kinetic expressions will be written in terms of the electrode potential, E, which is the difference between the potentials of a working electrode and a reference electrode located close to its surface in the solution. Any change in electrode potential, DE, can be determined from a change in potential difference across the interface, i.e., DE = D (φ e − φ s ).
Electrode phase
Both electrodes in a cell must have adequate mechanical strength and be resistant to erosion and other types of physical attacks by the electrolyte, reactants, and products. The physical form of the electrodes is often very important, as it must be readily accommodated within a selected reactor design to achieve sound electrical connections and can also be removed for inspection and maintenance. The shape and condition of the surface of an electrode should be designed taking into account the need for product separation such as disengagement of gases or solids. In many cases, there is a need to maintain a high surface area, a structure having turbulence-promoting properties, or a porous matrix having a reasonably low pressure drop. The active electrode material may also be a thin coating rather than the surface of a bulk material. The electrode surface has to achieve and maintain the desired reaction and, in some cases, must possess specific electrocatalytic properties that are essential to promote a high reaction rate for the product of interest at a low overpotential, while inhibiting all competing chemical changes. The electrical conductivity must be reasonably high throughout the electrode system, including the current feeder, electrical contacts, and the entire electrode surface, in order to avoid voltage penalties, generation of unwanted heat, as well as uneven current distribution.
Finally, the electrode performance must be obtained at a reasonable capital cost and maintained over an acceptable lifetime, possibly for several years. Some of the most common electrode materials used as cathodes for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are steel, stainless steel, high-area Ni on steel, and Ni and those used as anodes for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) are Ni oxides, and Ni-and Co-based spinels, e.g., NiCo 2 O 4 on Ti.
Electrical resistivity is a key property of electrode materials and electrode structures. For a homogeneous material with a uniform cross-sectional area A, and resistance R, over its length L, the electrical resistivity is defined as ρ e = RA/L, with the electrical conductivity being the reciprocal of ρ e and usually defined as k = CL/A, where the conductance, C, is the reciprocal of resistance R. The electrical resistivity ρ e determines the size of the potential drop through the electrode, which, in turn, contributes to power costs, possible heating problems, and a less uniform potential distribution. Typical ρ e values for materials commonly used in electrode structures are provided in Figure 5 . Only the most conducting materials, such as copper and aluminum, can be used for extensive electrical connections and current-carrying busbars. In the case of current feeders, high thermal conductivity is also useful in dissipating heat to the surroundings, as the electrical resistivity of most solid conductors increases with temperature. Costs and weights are also important; solid aluminum busbars (which sometimes have copper cores), copper or brass interelectrode connectors, or copper-cored flexible cables are used as appropriate. The passive film that forms on the external aluminum surface helps avoid corrosion but can lead to high-resistance connections if precautions are not taken.
The electrode materials must preserve their physical, mechanical, and chemical stability, often over a wide range of operating conditions. Normal process conditions may be followed or preceded by times when the cell is overdriven at a high current density to achieve higher production or zero current conditions during periods of non--use. In some cases, the electrodes may experience electrical shorting or current reversal during switch out; they must withstand alternate current (AC) ripple in the power supply. Owing to these factors and the complexity of the surface chemistry, it is important to test electrode materials under realistic process conditions for an extended period.
There are two types of electrode processes. In one case, the electrode acts only as a source or a sink of electrons, and the reaction kinetics are expected to be independent of the electrode material. In the other case, the electrode surface acts as a catalyst, and the type and rate of reaction depend critically on specific interactions between the electrode surface and electrolyte species. In the second case, dispersed microroughened surfaces are required to be used, which provides a high and active electrode area to increase the electrocatalytic effect. It should be realized that the majority of reactions lie between these two extremes. Indeed, almost all reactions, even simple redox reactions and metal depositions, show a dependence on the nature of the electrode surface.
In water electrolyzers, or FCs, an electrocatalytic electrode surface is required to promote a high rate of hydrogen evolution, or hydrogen oxidation, at a low overpotential. Alkaline water electrolyzers often make use of high-area Ni and Ni-alloy coatings, while acid electrolyte FCs where hydrogen ionizes at the anode usually employ a dispersion of platinum (Pt) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) on a carbon substrate. Both Ni and Pt have a high exchange current density, j 0 , for the H 2 /H + couple and stabilize the adsorbed H through a mechanism that is closely related to catalytic hydrogenation.
Electrolyte phase
The electrolyte phase contains at least three essential components: the solvent, an inert (supporting) electrolyte (in high concentration), and the electroactive species (reactant).
A wide range of solvents are encountered in laboratory experiments, although factors such as cost, hazards, and recycling/disposal problems greatly limit their choice for applications in industrial electrochemical technology. 51 The solvent should generally have the following properties: (i) it must be liquid at the operational temperature, (ii) it must dissolve the electrolyte to provide a conducting solution, (iii) it must be chemically/electrochemically stable, and (iv) it must present fewer problems in storage or handling.
The importance of water as the most common solvent arises not only because of its low cost, inherent safety, and ease of handling, but also because of its following peculiar properties: (i) water is characterized by a dynamic oligomer formation via hydrogen bonding; (ii) a water molecule is small in size and has a large dipole moment, allowing it to interact electrostatically with charged species and, therefore, solvate ions readily via ion-dipole interactions; and (iii) the self-ionization of water provides a low concentration (≈10 −7 mol dm −3 ) of protons and hydroxyl ions in a neutral aqueous solution. Moreover, water facilitates rapid acid-base equilibria by acting both as a proton donor and as a proton acceptor.
In general, for electrolysis to occur at a significant rate, it is essential to have a relatively high concentration of the reactant, while process economics dictate that the solvent should be stable. It is usually essential for the inert electrolyte to be dissociated extensively into cations and anions. The resulting high conductivity of the solution phase has several consequences: (i) there is a relatively low solution resistance between the electrodes, avoiding extremely high cell potential values for a given current; (ii) anions and cations of the inert electrolyte migrate and carry the majority of the current through the electrolyte, with only a very small fraction being carried by the electroactive species, implying that migration is not a significant mode of mass transfer for these species, which facilitates convective-diffusion mass transfer studies; (iii) the high ionic strength of the electrolyte results in equal and constant activity coefficients for both the reactant and the product, which simplifies Nernst equation and facilitates a treatment in terms of concentrations rather than activities; and (iv) the electrical double-layer structure is simplified, as is its influence on electrode kinetics.
Our current knowledge of liquid electrolytes largely arises from the measurements of the electrolytic conductivity, κ, which is the product of conductance, C, and a calibration factor, s, known as the cell constant. Electrolytes at a typical concentration of 1 mol dm −3 have k values lying within the range of 5-25 S m −1 , which is about six orders of magnitude smaller than most electrode materials.
The electrolytic conductivity, κ, is found to vary considerably with electrolyte concentration, c; the molar electrolytic conductivity, D, is defined as D = κ/c. The parameter D shows a dependence on concentration, and this behavior may be used to distinguish between strong (substantially dissociated) and weak (poorly dissociated) electrolytes. The fraction of charge carried by an ion is known as its transport number, denoted by the symbol t + for a cation and t − for an anion. The transport number of cations tends to decrease slightly at higher concentrations of salts; the reverse trend is shown by H + ions in acids. In any redox process, the thermodynamics and kinetics of charge transfer will be determined by the chemistry of the reactants and products (as well as that of any intermediate species). For instance, taking the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) (Eq. 6) as an example, factors leading to greater thermodynamic stability of O 2 species will discourage reduction but favor oxidation.
The formal potential for the O 2 /OH − couple will shift in the negative direction. Also, the structural similarity of O 2 and OH − species will be important. For example, the reaction kinetics will be hindered by changes in the geometry, number, or type of ligands; bond lengths; and bond angles.
Separators
An ion-permeable separator (used to separate the anode from the cathode) should be incorporated only if essential. In addition to increasing the cost and complexity of cell construction, a separator increases the cell resistance substantially, thereby increasing the required cell potential for a given current density. However, a separator is useful for the following reasons: (i) the anode and cathode products may be prevented from mixing in order to maintain chemical stability or safety (e.g., explosive H 2 /O 2 gas mixtures may be avoided); (ii) to a certain extent, the anode/anolyte and cathode/catholyte choices may be made independently, e.g., the anolyte may be chosen to allow the use of an inexpensive anode or to avoid a corrosive catholyte species; (iii) prevention of parasitic redox shuttle (i.e., side reactions involving reduction of a species at the cathode followed by its reoxidation at the anode) encourages a high current efficiency for the desired reactions; (iv) selective ion transport through membranes can be an essential element of the process; and (v) the separator may prevent physical contact between the anode and cathode if the electrodes are closely spaced.
There are three main classes of separators: 1. Porous spacers are open structures, such as plastic meshes, which provide a physical barrier between electrodes. They can offer dimensional support for fragile electrodes, a membrane, or a microporous separator. Other uses include prevention of interelectrode contact (hence, electrical shorting) and promotion of turbulence next to an electrode in order to enhance mass transfer. Spacers present little or no resistance to the mixing of anolyte and catholyte, and have pore sizes in the range of 0.5-12 mm. Typical examples are shown in Figure 6 .
2. Microporous separators, or diaphragms, allow transport of solvent and solute, as well as ions, due to hydraulic permeability. However, diaphragms act as both convection and diffusion barriers because of their relatively small pore sizes (0.1-50 µm). Examples include porous ceramics (e.g., asbestos, glass frits, and porous pot) and porous polymers (e.g., porous polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyolefins, and PTFE). 3. Ion exchange membranes divide the cell into two hydraulically separated compartments; they function as barriers to convection and diffusion, while permitting selective migration of ions. These materials have chemically designed pores of molecular size, typically in the range of 10 −9 -10 −8 m. Ion exchange membranes include fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon materials that have ion exchange groups distributed throughout their structure. Normally, the membrane is a thin sheet of polymer that is designed to allow passage of either anions or cations, but not both. Over the last three decades, a wide range of membranes based on perfluorinated hydrocarbon backbones have been developed (Figure 7) .
The effective conductivity, k eff , of a microporous or ion exchange membrane separator may be measured by determining the potential drop (i.e., iR sep , the product of the current, i, and the resistance of the separator, R sep ) across a known thickness, x, of the material while operating at a fixed current density, j; that is k eff = jx/(iR sep ). However, it is important to note that separators do not always show Ohmic behavior. The effective resistivity, ρ eff , of the separator is the reciprocal of k eff , which, after rearranging for R sep , gives R sep = ρ eff x/A. Separator suppliers commonly specify the "area resistance" as the product of resistance and area, R sep A = x/k eff . Electrical resistance of the membrane is therefore minimized using a thin sheet (0.01-0.03 mm) of polymer having high ionic conductivity. , the potential drop across the membrane will be 0.02-0.50 V, which is often comparable to the potential drop in the catholyte or anolyte solution. The transport of species through an ion exchange membrane may be described quantitatively by a flux balance. In the case of a cation, it is given by the following expression: (7) where t + and t + m are the cation transport numbers in the electrolyte and the membrane, respectively; F is the Faraday's constant (96,485 C mol −1 ); k m is the mass transfer coefficient; and c and (c) x=0 are concentrations of the cation in the bulk solution and at the membrane surface, respectively. If the convection-diffusion term is small, i.e., the rate of ion transport toward (or away from) the membrane surface is low, the overall reaction rate may be governed by this rate of ion transport. Important properties of ion exchange membranes for electrolytic cells are listed in Table 2 .
Usually, cation exchange membranes are chemically more stable and more efficient than their anion exchange counterparts. For example, it is possible to design highly cation-selective membranes, Unfortunately, it is difficult to achieve selectivity for a single type of cation. Instead, it is usually necessary to control the anolyte composition to have a large excess of the cation exchanging through the membrane into the catholyte.
Resistances of cell components
In previous sections, we have discussed the components of an electrolysis cell and most of the barriers or resistances that may originate during the progress of the electrolysis reactions, including electrical resistances of the circuit, activation energies of the electrochemical reactions, availability of electrode surface due to partial coverage by gas bubbles, and resistance to the ionic transfer within the electrolyte solution. The sum of all resistances found in a typical water electrolysis system is given by Eq. 8: R total = R electric + R anode + R bubble,O2 + R ions + R membrane + R bubble,H2 + R cathode (8) The first resistance, R electric , concerns the external electrical circuit resistances, including the wiring and connections at both electrodes. R anode originates from the overpotential of the OER on the anode surface. R bubble,O2 is the resistance due to partial coverage of the anode by oxygen bubbles, which hinders the contact between the anode and the electrolyte. Resistances associated with electrolyte and membrane are denoted as R ions and R membrane , respectively. Similarly, R bubble,H2 represents the resistance generating from the obstruction of the cathode by hydrogen bubbles. R cathode is the resistance caused by the overpotential for the HER.
These resistances can be classified into three categories: the first category includes reaction resistances (R anode + R cathode ), the second includes transport resistances (R bubble,O2 + R ions + R membrane + R bubble,H2 ), and the third includes electrical resistances (R electric ).
Reaction resistances are due to the overpotentials required to overcome the activation energies of the hydrogen and oxygen formation reactions on the cathode and anode surfaces, respectively, which increase the overall cell potential directly. These are inherent energy barriers that depend on the surface activities of the employed electrodes and determine the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions. 52 Transport resistances comprise physical resistances that account for the gas bubbles covering the electrode surface and in the electrolyte solution, and the resistances to the ionic transfer within the electrolyte and in the membrane used for separating the produced gases.
Electrical resistances can be calculated using Ohm's law. Both electrical and transport resistances cause heat generation according to Joule's law 49 and transport phenomena. 53 Energy lost due to these resistances is known as the Ohmic loss. 54 In summary, minimization of reaction resistances requires the use of good electrocatalysts that can decrease electrode overpotentials, whereas minimization of transport and electric resistances depends on good electrochemical engineering, e.g., minimizing the interelectrode gap, ensuring that only high-ionic-conductivity materials are present between the electrodes, and ensuring that the evolved gas escapes the interelectrode gap effectively.
Clearly, the strategies to improve the energy efficiency of water electrolysis and thus the performance of the system must involve the understanding of these resistances so as to minimize them.
THERMODYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS
The thermodynamics of electrochemical cells is discussed in all textbooks of physical chemistry and electrochemistry, as are the conventions. The equilibrium or reversible cell potential is obtained 38 by subtracting the equilibrium potential of the left-hand side electrode from that of the right-hand side one (see Figure 3 ) (9) and is related to the Gibbs free energy change of the overall cell reaction, DG cell , by the following well-known equation:
where n is the number of moles of transferred electrons. For an electrochemical cell reaction, DG cell may be calculated as the difference between the summation of free energy values for products and reactants:
The driving force for a spontaneous cell reaction is a negative value of DG cell , which can be written as (12) where DH cell and DS cell are, respectively, the enthalpy change and entropy change associated with the cell reaction, and T is the temperature. For spontaneous cell reactions, TDS cell > DH cell , implying that DG cell < 0. E e cell for water electrolysis is −1.23 V and the free energy change is +238 kJ per mole of hydrogen. 55 Although water electrolysis converts a liquid into two gases, causing a large increase in the entropy of the system, the enthalpy value is too high (+286 kJ mol −1 H 2 at 25 ºC and 1 atm). Hence, conversion of water to hydrogen and oxygen is thermodynamically unfavorable and can occur only when enough electrical energy is supplied. Clearly, a thermodynamic discussion would lead to the conclusion that the overall cell reaction will occur and current will flow when the two electrodes of the cell are interconnected by an external electrical circuit and the cell reaction has either (i) a negative DG cell value or (ii) a positive DG cell value but a cell potential larger than E e cell is applied across the two electrodes to drive the chemical change. Although these conclusions are sound, they do not consider the rate at which changes can take place, i.e., the current that will flow. The rate of chemical change will depend on the kinetics of the two electrode reactions. Some reactions are inherently fast and give reasonable j values, even close to the equilibrium potential, E e . In contrast, others are inherently slow, requiring an overpotential η (= E − E e ) to obtain any required j. 52, 56 The kinetics of electrode reactions are discussed in the next section, where η can 
The total overpotential, ∑η, is the sum of the overpotentials from the HER and the OER, from the difference in electrolyte concentration, and from the formation of bubbles. Both η and iR cell increase with j and may be regarded as causes of inefficiencies in the electrolysis.
There are many ways of expressing the electrolysis efficiency. The voltage efficiency of an electrolyzer can be calculated using Eq. 14. 1, 58 It gives the proportion of effective voltage used to split water, from the total voltage applied to the cell, E cell . The Faradic efficiency (Eq. 15) and the thermal efficiency (Eq. 16) are based on the energy changes of the water electrolysis reaction: (16) where E tn is the thermoneutral voltage. The Faradic efficiency considers the electrolysis reaction, while the thermal efficiency takes the whole thermal balance into account. At 25 ºC, η Faradic and η thermal are simplified into −1.23V/E cell and −1.48V/E cell , respectively. The efficiency can also be evaluated by the output of the hydrogen production rate against the total electrical energy, DW, applied to the electrolysis system (Eq. 17):
η H2 production rate = r H2 production rate / DW = −V H2 / (iE cell t) (17) where t is the time and V H2 is the hydrogen production rate per unit volume of the cell. From the above expressions, it is obvious that the efficiency of electrolysis can be improved by reducing the energy required to split water (by increasing the operating temperature or pressure) and/or by reducing the energy losses in the cell (by minimizing the system resistances).
RATE OF ELECTRODE PROCESSES
Overall rate of the general electrochemical reaction ), i.e., it is equal to the product of the Avogadro constant, N A , and the (fundamental) charge on a single electron, Q e . Q is defined as the integral of cell current, i, with respect to time, t, as Q = ∫idt; for the particular case of constant-current operation, where Q is the product of i and t, m = it/nF.
Differentiating with respect to time yields dm/dt = i/nF as the expression for the rate of reaction, where dm/dt represents the rate of reactant loss, which, for the general reaction (Eq. 18), is equal and opposite to the rate of formation of product.
As electrochemical reactions are heterogeneous surface processes, it is often convenient to relate the reaction rate to the electrode area, A, as dm/(Adt) = i/(AnF). Therefore, the expression for current density, j = i/A, may be rewritten as dm/(Adt) = j/(nF). It represents a balance at the electrode/electrolyte interface between the flux of material and the electron flux. The flux, N, may be defined formally as N = j/nF. It is also possible to present the reaction rate in terms of a unit reactor volume, V R , as dm/(V R dt) = i/(nFV R ). This expresses the amount of material transformed per unit reactor volume per unit time. This quantity is usually referred to as the "space-time yield" of the reactor 59 having units of mol m −3 s −1 . So far in this section, it has been assumed that a single reaction occurs at the electrode surface. In practice, it is important to recognize the possibility of secondary reactions, also called competing or side reactions. This may be accommodated by defining a current efficiency, f, as the fraction of electrical charge used for the primary (desired) reaction, as φ = Q / Q TOT , where Q TOT is the total electrical charge and Q is the charge necessary for the chemical change of interest, normally calculated using Faraday's law. The current efficiency f will have values in the range 0 < φ < 1 (it is also often expressed as a percentage). The limits of f have the following significance: φ = 0 implies that all the charge is consumed in side reactions, whereas φ = 1 means that all the charge is used in producing the desired material.
In the case of constant current, φ may be rewritten as = i / i TOT , where i is the partial current for the desired reaction and i TOT is the total current, which allows writing the expression dm/dt = φ i TOT /nF. It is often more convenient to consider the concentration of species, c, which is the amount per unit volume of electrolyte in the reactor, V R . In a constant-volume system, c = m/V R .
Differentiating with respect to time gives dc/dt = dm/(V R dt), which may be restated as dc/dt = φ i TOT /(nFV R ) or dc/dt = φ Aj TOT /(nFV R ). This is another expression for the "space-time yield" of the reactor, which, for a given reactor volume, depends on f, the operating j, and the electrode area A. Considering the previous definition of flux N, one will get N/c = i/(nFAc); if the current is limited by the rate of convection-diffusion of reactant species to the electrode surface, i.e., under complete mass transfer control i = i L , then N L /c = i L /(nFAc), where N L is the flux under diffusion control and i L is the limiting diffusion current. The mass transfer coefficient, k m , is equivalent to i L /(nFAc) and may be considered as a mass transfer flux that is normalized with respect to the bulk reactant concentration as N L / c = k m .
Following classical treatments of chemical reaction kinetics, one can write an empirical expression for the reaction rate of the form dm/dt = kc r , where the rate of material change is the product of a rate constant k and the concentration raised to a power r (where r is the reaction order). However, it is important to realize that electrochemical reactions are surface processes, and it is necessary to consider material concentrations at the electrode surface (denoted by the subscript x = 0). If the reaction rate is controlled by the rate of electron transfer, one can write the rate of reduction as dm/dt =  k(c O ) x=0 and the rate of oxidation as dm/dt =  k(c R ) x=0 . The reaction order is assumed to be 1 with respect to the reactants for both oxidation and reduction processes. The electron transfer rate constants and strongly depend on the electrode potential, E. Empirically, the expression for the forward (reduction) process is as follows: (19) while that for the reverse (oxidation) process is the following: (20) where and are the rate constants for reduction and oxidation, respectively, at E = 0 vs. the reference electrode (but because of the arbitrary choice of reference potential, they have no fundamental significance), and a A and a C are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, respectively. These expressions are related to the control exerted by electron transfer rate on the reaction rate, which means that the electrode process is occurring at a rate lower than the rate at which reactant is supplied to the surface (or product is removed). If the reaction rate is restricted only by the rate of mass transfer of species, then it is given by the product of the mass transfer coefficient, k m , and the bulk concentration of reactant species, c.
In many cases, both electron transfer and mass transfer contribute to the overall conversion of oxidants (O) to reductants (R). The overall reaction rate under these mixed control conditions can be expressed by Eq. 21, where c O is the bulk concentration of oxidant species. For simplicity only the forward reaction is considered: (21) In the absence of any net current, concentrations of O and R cannot change and the working electrode must take up the equilibrium potential for the solution. This equilibrium potential, E e , may be measured directly or calculated from the Nernst equation (Eq. 22) , where E 0 is the formal potential for the couple under consideration (i.e., the equilibrium potential when c R = c O ): (22) The equilibrium will be dynamic, where the partial cathodic ( ) and partial anodic ( ) current densities are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, i.e., . This dynamic equilibrium is characterized by the magnitude of the partial current densities at equilibrium, known as the exchange current density, j 0 , and defined as . This important kinetic parameter is a measure of the degree of electron transfer activity at the equilibrium potential. It is a measure of the "electrocatalytic" properties of the electrode for a given reaction and depends on the electrode material (and its surface state).
Under nonequilibrium potential conditions, the equations that best describe the current density vs. overpotential (η = E − E e ) under the control of electron transfer rate are the Butler-Volmer expressions: These equations relate the net current density, j, to the overpotential, η, and comprise two exponential terms representing contributions from the reverse and forward processes. 31 For a given single-step reaction (usually of a known value of n = 1) at a constant temperature, the j vs. η characteristics will depend on j 0 , a A , and a C . The symmetry coefficients, a, may be regarded as the fraction of change in η that leads to a change in the rate constant for electron transfer. It is important to note that a A and a C are related (a A + a C = 1) and that, generally, a = a A ≈ a C ≈ ½. The j vs. η curves are symmetrical only about the origin for a = ½.
For large η values, the Butler-Volmer equations can be simplified to give the Tafel equations for very negative (Eq. 25) and very positive (Eq. 26) overpotentials: log j = − log j 0 -a C n Fη / 2.3 RT (25) log j = − log j 0 + a A n Fη / 2.3 RT
The Tafel equations can also be written as follows: (27) Under pure mass transfer control, the expression for j can be written in the form of Eq. 28, where η conc is the concentration overpotential and j L is the limiting current density, which is the current at which the surface concentration of reactant falls to the limiting case of zero: (28) In practice, it is common to experience a large region of η where the reaction rate is controlled partly by reactant supply and partly by electron transfer. Such reaction conditions are said to be under "mixed control." This region of mixed control will usually commence when j = 0.05 j L . The observed j is related to that for pure charge transfer control, j ct , and that for pure mass transfer control, j L , through the relationship j 
The overpotential for hydrogen production, h H2 , is generally measured by the Tafel equation in the form of Eq. 32:
where η H2 represents the energy barrier related to hydrogen production in the electrode. As seen before, j 0 is a function of the nature of the electrode material. 62 Hydrogen formation is intrinsically determined by the strength of the bond between hydrogen and the electrode surface. Pd has the lowest heat of adsorption of hydrogen (83.5 kJ mol −1 ); for Ni, it is 105 kJ mol −1 . 63 Electrode properties, type and concentration of the electrolyte, and temperature are parameters that also influence hydrogen formation. The typical effect of temperature on η has been summarized by Kinoshita. 57 For the HER, it is necessary to identify the rate determining step. If hydrogen adsorption (Eq. 29) is the rate determining step, electrode materials with more edges and cavities in their surface structure will favor electron transfer and create more centers for hydrogen adsorption. If hydrogen desorption (Eqs. 30 and 31) is the rate determining step, physical properties such as surface roughness or perforation will prevent bubbles from growing and increase electron transfer by adding reaction area, consequently increasing the rate of electrolysis.
An increase in the reaction overpotential may lead to a change in the HER mechanism. Therefore, the rate determining step varies depending on the applied potential range. When the overpotential is low, electron transfer is not as fast as desorption and hydrogen adsorption will be the rate determining step. In contrast, when the potential is high enough, hydrogen desorption will be the rate determining step. Vol. 36, No. 8 The mechanism for H adsorption/desorption requires a good binding of hydrogen to the reaction site on the metal M surface, although not very strongly. Volcano plots are used to describe the variation of the exchange currents as a function of the M-H bond strength, having a maximum binding energy for Pt of about 240 kJ mol −1 .
64,65
The H-adsorption energy is a good parameter to identify the most promising materials for the HER. The HER exchange current of Pt in acid media is at least 2 orders of magnitude higher than that in alkaline electrolytes, including KOH. This is due to the shorter Pt-H ads distance in alkaline media, as suggested by theoretical estimates. 66 It has been claimed that Ni(OH) 2 nanoclusters on Pt surface enhance HER rates in 0.1 M KOH by 1 order of magnitude, 67 although no theoretical explanation for this synergistic effect has been attempted. The long-term stability of Ni(OH) 2 in the strongly reducing environment occurring at the cathode is also not discussed.
By alloying metals (e.g., Ni) having higher energy than optimal H-bond energy with those (e.g., Mo) having lower energy, it is expected that the turnover rate of the reaction centers and the intrinsic catalytic activity will increase. Evidence for these synergistic effects was somewhat vague until recently, owing to the fact that some of the materials were characterized poorly and the theoretical analyses were not sufficiently comprehensive. 68 Relating catalytic activity with electronic structure computation is a challenging task, but the density functional theory (DFT) has now allowed crucial advances in the area of electrocatalysis, in particular concerning synergistic effects. For example, it has recently been confirmed experimentally through a large-scale combinatorial screening that BiPt alloy is a better HER catalyst at pH 0 than Pt. 69 In addition, MoS 2 nanoparticles were proposed as a low-cost replacement of Pt as a HER catalyst in acidic solutions, 70 with both DFT simulations and experiments proving that the performance of MoS 2 nanoparticles could be beaten only by Pt group metal catalysts. Amorphous MoS 3 has recently been shown to perform better than crystalline MoS 2 in the same conditions, 71 although its practical use is still far from reality. There are numerous studies in the open literature devoted to the development of new electrocatalysts for the HER, but their practical application is limited by the prevailing trial-and-error approach and the lack of long-term stability measurements. 68 The pathways for the OER mechanism are a bit more complex than those suggested for the HER. There is some controversy in the literature, but the most generally accepted mechanism for the OER 72 is that described by Eqs. 33 (35) One of the charge transfer steps (Eqs. 33 and 34) is the rate controlling step. A slow electron transfer step determines the reaction at low temperatures. On the other hand, a slow recombination step (Eq. 35) controls the reaction at high temperatures on Ni electrode. 72, 73 Fe and Ni alloys have been found to be able to reduce the oxygen overpotential to some extent. 74 The reaction rate decreases with increasing activation energy, E a ; therefore, reducing E a is crucial for more efficient water electrolysis. In general, E a increases with j, but it can be lowered using appropriate electrocatalysts. 42 The overpotential for oxygen evolution is more difficult to reduce than that for hydrogen evolution, because of its complex mechanism and irreversibility.
It is generally believed that few noble metal compounds are thermodynamically stable at a low pH and high potential. Nevertheless, acid solutions or PEMs have been considered as electrolytes in water electrolyzers because acidic media show high ionic conductivity and are free from carbonate formation, as compared with alkaline electrolytes. 75 Noble metals as electrocatalysts for OER in acidic media were initially examined by polarization techniques. Ruthenium (Ru) and iridium (Ir) showed high activity toward OER, but metallic elements were passivated immediately when they reached higher anodic potentials. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] Then again, metal oxides were of interest because the oxide layer anodically grown on the metal surface is less stable than that formed by other procedures. A thick film of ruthenium oxide (RuO 2 ) fabricated on the substrate as a dimensionally stable anode (DSA) in water electrolyzers exhibited high electrocatalytic activity, depending on adsorption of chemical species, concentration of intermediates, and morphology. [82] [83] [84] However, it was pointed out that the formation of ruthenium tetroxide (RuO 4 ) by further oxidation of rutile RuO 2 during anodic processes increases kinetic losses at the anode significantly. In contrast, iridium oxide (IrO 2 ) films were very stable even at potentials close to 2 V, despite showing higher overpotential for OER than RuO 2 films. IrO 2 shows higher stability and preferentially evolves molecular oxygen rather than being oxidized further. 85 To obtain synergistic effects from different metal oxides, a variety of mixed metal oxides were developed. Ruthenium-iridium oxide showed improved electronic properties and suppressed the formation of RuO 4 ; alloying the above two metals with tantalum (Ta) enhanced OER kinetics and the addition of tin (Sn) resulted in a metastable mixed oxide. 86, 87 Recently, Ru-rich Pt electrocatalysts and titanium (Ti)-or titanium carbide (TiC)-supported electrocatalysts for OER have been suggested. 88, 89 Bifunctional electrocatalysts, which can work for both oxygen evolution and oxygen reduction, have also been proposed for water electrolysis. A typical bifunctional electrocatalyst is composed of a noble metal oxide such as IrO 2 . For unsupported bifunctional electrocatalysts, Pt-MO x (M = Ru, Ir, Na), bimetallic (e.g., Pt-Ir), and trimetallic (e.g., Pt 4.5 Ru 4 Ir 0.5 ) materials have been developed. [90] [91] [92] [93] On the other hand, to enhance the electrochemical surface area and electronic properties of the anode, several supported bifunctional electrocatalysts have been proposed, with IrO 2 -supported Pt electrocatalysts, for example, demonstrating high electrocatalytic activity toward OER. 94 Significant advances in the development of novel OER electrocatalysts have been made, but considerable challenges still remain, particularly concerning catalysts' cost and durability.
The water electrolyzer potential accounts for both anode and cathode reactions. The overpotentials from hydrogen and oxygen evolutions are the main sources of reaction resistances. The other obvious resistance at high current densities is the Ohmic loss in the electrolyte, which includes resistances from the bubbles, diaphragm, and ionic transfer. Identifying these resistances is vital to enhance the efficiency of water electrolysis.
RESISTANCES IN THE SYSTEM
Electrical resistances lead to energy waste in the form of heat generation, according to Ohm's law. The electrical resistances in a water electrolysis system have three main components: (i) resistances in the system circuits; (ii) mass transfer phenomena, including ion transfer within the electrolyte; and (iii) gas bubbles covering the electrode surfaces and the diaphragm.
Resistances in the circuit are determined by the type and dimension of the material, its preparation method, and the conductivity of each individual component of the circuit, including wires, connectors, and electrodes. These resistances can be reduced by decreasing the length of the wire, increasing its cross-sectional area, and adopting more conductive wire materials.
Ionic transfer within the electrolyte depends on the electrolyte concentration, distance between electrodes, and membrane. Ionic resistance can be minimized by changing the electrolyte concentration or adding appropriate additives to increase its conductivity. Presence of bubbles in the electrolyte and on the electrode surface also causes additional resistances to the ionic transfer and electrochemical reactions.
The effective resistance of the membrane, used to separate the produced hydrogen and oxygen gases, is generally 3-5 times higher than the resistance of an equivalent thickness of electrolyte solution. 59 Energy losses in the electrical circuit are always relatively small, but those due to ionic transfer become more significant at higher current densities. Formation of gas bubbles on the electrode surface contribute significantly to the total energy loss.
Convective mass transfer also controls ionic transfer, heat dissipation and distribution, and the action of bubbles in the electrolyte. The viscosity and flow of the electrolyte play important roles in mass transfer, temperature distribution, and size, detachment, and rising velocity of bubbles, in turn influencing the current and potential distribution in the electrolysis cell. The concentration of the electrolyte increases as the electrolysis progresses, leading to an increase in the solution viscosity. Water is usually added continuously to the system to maintain a constant electrolyte concentration and thus a constant viscosity.
Better mass transfer leads to higher reaction rates, but not necessarily to increased hydrogen production. A higher reaction rate generates larger amounts of gas bubbles, which can hinder the contact between the electrode and the electrolyte. Mechanical recirculation of the electrolyte solution accelerates the detachment of gas bubbles and brings them to the gas collectors. Electrolyte recirculation is also important to prevent concentration gradients in the cell and distribute heat evenly within the electrolyte. At the startup, electrolyte recirculation can be used to heat up the electrolyte to the operating temperature, usually 80-90 °C. 57, 95 Considering that the bubble phenomenon is the major source of electrical resistances in the cell, minimizing its effect is critical to improve the electrolyzers' efficiency. During electrolysis, hydrogen and oxygen gas bubbles are formed on the surfaces of the cathode and anode, respectively, and are detached from the surface only when they grow big enough. The bubbles' coverage reduces the contact between the electrolyte and the electrode, thereby blocking electron transfer and increasing the Ohmic loss of the whole system. Detachment of the bubbles also depends on the electrode wettability, i.e., on the electrolyte replacement at the electrode/electrolyte interface. 96, 97 Appropriate coatings can be applied on the electrode surface to make it more hydrophilic, thereby reducing the surface coverage by gas bubbles. Another approach is based on the addition of surfactants to the electrolyte solution to reduce its surface tension and facilitate detachment of bubbles from the electrodes. In summary, the bubble effect is a problem that has always to be dealt with, by modifying the electrode surface, reducing the electrolyte surface tension, or using mechanical fluid circulation to force the gas bubbles to leave the cell. Much work has been devoted to the bubble behavior in electrolysis systems, 96, [98] [99] [100] [101] but further studies are still required to minimize its negative effects.
SOME PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
To compare different water electrolysis systems, it is necessary to discuss a number of practical parameters relevant to the performance of water electrolyzers, including electrolysis cell configuration, operating conditions, and a few external requirements.
Regarding the cell configuration, electrolyzers may be constructed in either unipolar or bipolar design (Figure 8 ). A unipolar (or "tank--type") electrolyzer (Figure 8a ) consists of alternate positive and negative electrodes held apart by porous separators, i.e., membranes. Positive electrodes are all coupled together in parallel, as are the negative electrodes, and the whole assembly is immersed in a single electrolyte bath ("tank") to form a unit cell. A plant-scale electrolyzer is then built up by connecting these units electrically in series. The total voltage applied to the whole electrolysis cell is the same as that applied to the individual unit cells.
On the other hand, in a bipolar electrolyzer a metal sheet (or "bipole") connects electrically adjacent cells in series. As seen in Figure 8b , the electrocatalyst for the negative electrode is coated on one face of the bipole and that for the positive electrode of the adjacent cell is coated on the reverse face. In this case, the total cell voltage is the sum of the individual unit cell voltages. Therefore, a series-connected stack of such cells forms a module that operates at a higher voltage and lower current than the tank-type (unipolar) design. To meet the requirements of a large electrolysis plant, these modules are connected in parallel so as to increase the current.
These two different cell configurations present different electrode reactions. For the unipolar configuration, the same electrochemical reaction (either the HER or the OER) occurs on both sides of each electrode. On the other hand, in the bipolar configuration, two different reactions (HER and OER) take place simultaneously on the opposite sides of each electrode not directly connected to the power source. This means that one side of each electrode acts as a cathode and the other as an anode (although both sides are at the same potential), with the exception of the two end electrodes that are connected to the DC power source. The resulting cell voltage for these two basic configurations is quite different. For typical industrial processes, the unipolar configuration presents a cell voltage of about 2.2 V and the bipolar configuration has a value of 2.2 × (n − 1) V (where n is the number of electrodes). 1 Owing to the simplicity of the unipolar configuration, this type of electrolyzer is easy to fabricate and requires low maintenance, but presents high electrical currents at low voltages, causing large Ohmic losses. On the other hand, the bipolar configuration has lower Ohmic losses in the electrical circuit connectors; however, it demands much higher precision in its design and manufacturing to prevent electrolyte and gas leakage between cells.
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Figure 8. Electrolyzer modules with a) unipolar and b) bipolar cell configurations
The gap between electrodes must also be considered during cell design. 102 It corresponds to the distance that the ions have to travel within the electrolyte. 103 A smaller gap has the advantage of less resistance to ionic transportation. However, if the gap is too small, it can induce electric sparks, posing an explosion hazard. An optimum electrode gap must be identified for each particular cell.
The electrolyte flow forces convective mass transfer in the cell. At high current densities, electrochemical reactions are limited by the electrolyte mass transfer. Stirring and/or inducing turbulence reduces the concentration gradients in the electrolyte and enhances mass transfer.
An electrolyzer's operating cell voltage is directly related to its energy consumption and electrical efficiency. The cell is considered inefficient if a higher voltage is required to produce an equivalent hydrogen mass, while keeping the current constant. The operating current density also defines the electrolyzer's energy efficiency. Conventional water electrolyzers generally run at current densities ranging from 1000 to 3000 A m −2 . The current density determines the rate of hydrogen production, with higher current densities leading to higher rates of the electrochemical reactions. However, fast bubble formation resulting from an increased rate of gas production also increases the overpotential due to the bubbles' resistance. Therefore, current density should be kept within a certain range, with compromises between the gas production rates and the energy efficiency.
The operating temperature is another important parameter. Conventional alkaline water electrolyzers are designed to run at temperatures of around 80-90 ºC. Increasing the operating temperature has the advantage of decreasing the equilibrium cell voltage. However, high temperatures increase water loss due to evaporation and require highly resistant materials to maintain the equipment's structural integrity. 57 Also, heat management and the material required for making the diaphragm bring more engineering issues at higher operating temperatures.
The pressure at which the electrolyzer operates should depend on the end use of the produced hydrogen. Cells operating at an elevated pressure of 3.5 MPa reduce bubble sizes, thereby minimizing the Ohmic losses. However, the efficiency of pressurized cells is not significantly superior to that of ambient pressure cells. 43 Moreover, these cells work with higher proportions of dissolved gas, requiring a more endurable diaphragm.
The type and concentration of the electrolyte defines the ionic conductivity of the solution and, consequently, the ionic transfer in the cell. KOH (25-30 wt.%) is adopted widely in commercial electrolyzers. 104 It is essential for the electrode materials to be stable in highly corrosive alkaline environments, to minimize the electrolyzer's operation and maintenance costs. Noble metals have good resistance to corrosion by alkalis and high electrocatalytic activity, but are too expensive for widespread applications in water electrolysis. 38 Transition metals such as iron and copper have good electrocatalytic activity but are less resistant to alkali attack. Ni is considered to be one of the best electrode materials for alkaline water electrolysis, with both good resistance to alkali attack and high electrocatalytic activity, while not being too expensive.
The function of the membrane is to separate the produced hydrogen and oxygen gases while still allowing ionic transfer. Globally, the benefits of separating the gases compensate for the Ohmic resistance caused by the presence of a diaphragm. Current research on separators for alkaline water electrolyzers is directed toward the development of new materials with low electrical resistance and high corrosion stability. 105 Water quality is a central factor to ensure long-life operation of an electrolyzer. Impurities can accumulate in the cell, and deposit on the electrode surface and in the membrane, thus hindering mass and charge transfer. 106 The highly alkaline environment in the electrolysis cell requires the concentrations of magnesium and calcium ions to be sufficiently low to avoid precipitation of their hydroxides. Deposition of these compounds is ruled by the solubility product constant (K sp ), which is the limiting value for precipitation to occur. 31 When the concentration of these impurities reaches this value, deposition takes place. In addition, when the current density exceeds the so-called limiting current of hydroxyl ions, 107 chloride ions present in solution are oxidized to chlorine at the anode surface, which is extremely corrosive to most metallic components of the electrolyzer.
Electrolyzers of different scales are designed to meet the different needs for hydrogen. Commercially, an electrolyzer can vary from several kW to several hundred MW in terms of power consumption. 43, 108 Electrolyzer technologies can be compared in terms of their energy efficiency or hydrogen production efficiency. For low-temperature alkaline water electrolysis, a net efficiency, η net , of around 50% is considered to be good. 109 On the other hand, η H2yield is useful when considering hydrogen production per unit volume at a unit time; a value of about 2.3 m 3 m −3 h −1 kWh −1 is typical for a unipolar water electrolyzer. 43 In terms of safety, the whole system, including the membrane, should be designed carefully keeping in mind the flammability of hydrogen and oxygen mixtures. Also, due to the corrosive nature of the alkaline electrolyte, leakage may occur at the connections and seals of the electrolyzer. The bipolar cell configuration, having a more complex design, poses a higher risk of electrolyte leakage than the unipolar configuration.
Materials used for cell construction determine the durability of the electrolyzer. These materials should be resistant to highly alkaline electrolytes. Since corrosion is normally more severe at the joints and connections, joint sealant materials must be stable under the operating conditions.
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FUTURE TRENDS
As shown in previous sections, water splitting is one of the most significant reactions in electrochemistry, being involved in numerous applications, namely those concerning electrochemical energy storage and conversion. 52, 111, 112 Considering that electrode reactions are the major causes of energy losses, the exact mechanism of the electrochemical processes has been pursued consistently for years, [113] [114] [115] [116] to allow designing of highly efficient electrolytic cells, necessarily with better electrocatalysts. 117 However, the conventional theories in electrochemistry, 52 such as the Gouy-Chapman theory, the Nernst equation, and the Butler-Volmer model, do not fully allow the atomic-level understanding of the HER/OER at the electrolytic cell. In particular, the detailed mechanism of electrocatalysis has been extremely difficult to analyze, mainly because of the complex nature of the geometric and electronic structures of electrodes and solution. 65, 118 Therefore, it has been realized that rigorous quantum mechanical (QM) treatment is essential to obtain reliable energetics for electrochemical reactions. QM treatment of the electrochemical interface, based on both computational facilities and theoretical models, [119] [120] [121] enables a better understanding of the electrolytic processes, where the electrochemical potentials, water environment, and electrodes are all taken into account explicitly. Accordingly, many studies are progressively revealing the atomic-level details of the electrode reactions at water electrolysis cells. [122] [123] [124] [125] Early electrolysis cells were about 60-75% efficient. However, the current small-scale, best-practice figure is close to 80-85%, with larger units being a little less efficient (ca. 70-75%). However, it should be noted that when electricity generated from thermal power stations is used, the overall efficiency is only about 25-30% for the conversion of fossil fuel to hydrogen. This is not a very attractive return on the invested energy. Nevertheless, R&D efforts add continuous innovations to the existing concepts of water electrolysis. Most of the recent research is focused on reducing system resistances and, consequently, energy losses. 28, 126 In this way, one would approach the final goal of "manufacturing" hydrogen as a clean and economic energy carrier.
Truly clean hydrogen can be obtained only through the use of renewable energy forms. This can be accomplished by photochemical water splitting or through intermediate production of electricity, using wind resources or PV cells, followed by water electrolysis. Use of artificial photosynthetic systems poses one of the major challenges in the field of chemistry. 127 The simplest and practical approach to produce solar fuels using artificial photosynthetic systems is to mimic the natural photosynthetic process. Light harvesting leads to charge separation, followed by charge transport to deliver the oxidizing and reducing equivalents to catalytic sites where evolution of hydrogen and oxygen occurs. Figure 9 presents the basic features of an artificial photosynthetic system: 128 (i) an antenna for light harvesting, (ii) a reaction center for charge separation, (iii) catalysts as interfaces between the charge--separated state and the substrate, and (iv) a membrane to provide physical separation of the products.
Complexity of the natural photosynthetic systems is largely related to their living nature. It is known that single photosynthetic functions, such as photoinduced energy and electron transfer, can be copied by simple artificial systems. However, nature tells us that efficient conversion of light into chemical energy requires the involvement of supramolecular structures with precise organization in the dimensions of space (relative location of the components), energy (excited-state energies and redox potentials), and time (rates of competing reactions). This organization is a result of natural evolution and is dictated by complex intermolecular interactions. Its transposition to artificial systems can be imposed by molecular engineering using covalent or noncovalent bonding. 129 Although progresses have been accomplished in each individual component of artificial photosynthesis used for the cleavage of water into hydrogen and oxygen, integration of those components in a working system has not yet been achieved. Nevertheless, photochemical conversion of solar power into electrical power is now possible using PV cells and photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells. [130] [131] [132] [133] PV cells capture photons by exciting electrons across the band gap of a semiconductor. This process generates electron-hole pairs that are separated subsequently, typically by p-n junctions introduced by doping. 134 In the n-type regions of the device, conduction-band electrons can flow easily to and from cell contacts, whereas valence holes cannot; the p-type regions have the opposite properties. Such an asymmetry causes a flow of photogenerated electrons and holes in opposite directions, generating a potential difference at the external electrodes. First-generation PV cells, which account for 85% of the current market, 135 are based on expensive polycrystalline silicon wafers. Less expensive PV modules have efficiencies of 15-20% and a lifetime of the order of 30 years. 134 However, for solar electricity to be cost competitive with fossil-based electricity at utility scale, manufacturing costs must be reduced substantially. This goal has been reached partially with second-generation cells, which are based on thin films of less expensive materials such as amorphous or nanocrystalline Si, CdTe, or CuInSe 2 . However, further research is needed to improve the efficiency of these cells in order to make them economically competitive.
A practical method for applying PV electrolysis was first reported by Fujishima and Honda in 1972. 136 A titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) electrode captures the energy of ultraviolet (UV) light and converts it into electricity, which is to be used in the direct decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen. With the increasing interest in renewable energies, PV electrolysis has become a major contributor to hydrogen production. A PV electrolysis system includes a PV cell and an electrolysis circuit. The photoelectrodes absorb energy from UV light and release electricity required for water splitting. Much research is currently devoted to developing photoelectrochemically active semiconductor materials. The low efficiency of the PV electrolysis (~2-6%) prevents its use for large-scale hydrogen production. 137 Low solar energy density, variations in energy content of solar radiation, low operating current density, and expensive and unstable electrode materials make large-scale application of PV electrolysis infeasible at this stage. 138 PEC cells, also known as dye-sensitized solar cells or Grätzel cells, 139 are based on the sensitization of wide band gap semiconductors by dyes capable of using solar energy (i.e., visible light). Although the basic principles of dye sensitization of semiconductors have long been established, 140 the application of such techniques to light-energy conversion became appealing only after new nanocrystalline semiconductor electrodes of very high surface area had been developed. 141, 142 The working principle of a dye-sensitized solar cell is shown in Figure 10 . 139 The system comprises a photosensitizer S linked in some way (usually, by -COOH, -PO 3 H 2 , or -B(OH) 2 functional groups) to the semiconductor surface, a solution containing a redox mediator A, and a metallic counter electrode.
The sensitizer is first excited by light absorption. The excited sensitizer then injects, in the femto-to pico-second timescale, an electron into the conduction band of the semiconductor. The oxidized sensitizer is reduced by a relay molecule, which then diffuses to discharge at a conductive glass counterelectrode. As a result, a 139 photopotential is generated between the two electrodes under open--circuit conditions, and a corresponding photocurrent can be obtained on closing the external circuit by an appropriate load. Therefore, the main difference of PEC cells from photosynthetic systems is that the redox potential energy of the charge-separated state is not stored in products of subsequent reactions, rather it is used directly to produce a photocurrent. 143, 144 High-temperature electrolysis (HTE), also known as steam electrolysis, is performed using a solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC), as shown in Figure 11 . It adopts a solid oxide, as the electrolyte, in a process that is essentially the reverse operation of a solid oxide FC.
An SOEC operates at elevated temperatures, typically between 500 and 850 ºC, where water splitting is favored thermodynamically. 145 Steam passes through the cathode side of the solid electrolyte where the water gas molecules are reduced to hydrogen, releasing oxide ions in the process (Eq. 37). These oxide ions migrate through the electrolyte to the anode side where they combine to form oxygen molecules, releasing electrons 145, 146 
Hydrogen production via the SOEC generally involves consumption of less electrical energy than conventional low-temperature water electrolyzers, owing to the improved thermodynamic and kinetic operating conditions at high temperatures. 147 For instance, for an average current density of 7000 A m −2 and an inlet steam temperature of 750 ºC, the electrical energy consumption of the stack will be around 3 kWh per normal m 3 of hydrogen, which is significantly less than the energy consumption of a typical low-temperature alkaline water electrolyzer (4.5 kWh). 148 However, it should be emphasized that this comparison does not take into account the circulation and losses of heating energy. Moreover, HTE must also address stricter temperature control and safety issues, as well as use of appropriate construction materials. [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] Although alkaline water electrolysis is undergoing continuous improvement, it may currently be seen as a mature technology, with reasonable efficiency when compared to other emergent water electrolysis systems. Although PEM electrolyzers have high efficiencies, they need to overcome several technical hitches. PV electrolysis faces many engineering challenges concerning its scale up. An SOEC has to deal with corrosion issues because of its high operating temperature. It seems that improving the low-temperature alkaline water electrolysis technology, to increase its efficiency, is still a more realistic solution for large-scale hydrogen production in the near future. 154 For the widespread commercial application of alkaline water electrolysis, current research trends are particularly focusing on the electrodes, electrolytes, ionic transport, and bubble formation.
Ni is the most widely used electrode material for water electrolysis because of its good stability and electrocatalytic activity. However, deactivation of the electrode material is a major problem in electrolysis, and even Ni is affected by it. Ni electrode deactivation is caused by the high hydrogen concentration near the electrode, which leads to the formation of a Ni hydride phase at the surface. Iron coatings are known to inhibit the formation of the Ni hydride phase and hence prevent electrode deactivation. 39 Dissolved vanadium species have the ability to activate Ni cathodes during hydrogen evolution in alkaline media. 155 Electrode materials affect the activation energy of the electrochemical reaction. Electrocatalysts are used to facilitate the charge transfer and/or to enhance the rate of the chemical reactions. They reduce the activation energy of the process by decreasing the associated overpotential. The Brewer-Engel valence bond theory has also been used intensively to study hydrogen electrodes. Jaksic has reported [156] [157] [158] that by alloying metals of the left half of the transition series in the periodic table with empty or less filled d-orbitals with metals of the right half of the series with more filled d-bands, maximum bond strength and stability of the intermetallic alloy phases could be achieved. This leads to a well-pronounced synergism in electrocatalysis. It is implied that some of the electrons of the metal with more filled d-bands are shared with the metal with less filled or empty d-orbitals. 156, 157 The observed synergistic effect normally exceeds the performance of the individual parent metals and approaches reversible behavior within a wide range of current densities. Therefore, alloys formed by metals with different electronic distributions are adopted to improve the electrocatalytic activity of electrodes. [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] Santos et al. studied hydrogen discharge using platinum-rare earth (Pt-RE) alloys (RE = Ho, Sm, Ce, Dy) and found out that Pt-RE alloys of equiatomic compositions exhibit superior performances than single Pt electrodes. 167, 168 Cathodes containing PtMo alloys also presented much higher activities than those containing individual parent metals. 169 A composite cathode of Ni, Fe, and Zn, prepared by electrodeposition, showed good stability for up to 200 h at a current density of 1350 A cm −2 . This composite also presented good activity in 28% KOH, at 80 ºC; its overpotential was ~100 mV, which is significantly lower than that of mild steel (~400 mV). 170 Noble metal oxides are commonly used as electrocatalysts. Ruthenium dioxide (RuO 2 ), iridium dioxide (IrO 2 ), and mixed oxides containing these two noble metals have been proved to have high electrocatalytic activity for the OER. . 47 However, there are some non-noble, less expensive metals that also present electrocatalytic activity and are being introduced for use in oxygen [178] [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] and hydrogen 165, 166, [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] evolution reactions. Additionally, during designing an electrode, it is normally doped or coated with more stable and active layers. The doping material may be chosen from a wide range of metals. 192 For example, Li doping increases the electrical conductivity of the electrode material and also its roughness factor (when adding up to 3% Li), favoring the OER. 193 A single-cell electrolyzer using a Li- 194 Nanostructured electrodes present an enlarged surface area and possess unique electronic properties. The increased active area of the nanostructured electrode reduces the operating current density of the electrolyzer. A 25% reduction in overpotential and 20% reduction in energy consumption were achieved by the use of a Ru nanorod cathode when compared to a regular planar Ru cathode. 55 This improvement can be ascribed to the increased active area of the nanostructured electrode, which reduced the operating current density of the electrolyzer. Kamat 132 proposed the use of nanostructures to improve the performance of photoelectrolysis by enhancing charge transfer, which also have the potential to be applied as electrodes for water electrolysis.
Regarding the electrolyte, and as seen before, most commercial electrolyzers have adopted alkaline solutions of KOH or NaOH. However, energy consumption during water electrolysis may be reduced significantly by adding small quantities of activating compounds. 195, 196 Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic compounds that are liquid at room temperature; these consist only of cations and anions, and thus possess reasonably high ionic conductivity and stability. 197 Imidazolium ILs have been used as electrolyte media for hydrogen production through water electrolysis. Current densities up to 200 A m −2 and efficiencies higher than 94.5% have been achieved using imidazolium ILs in conventional electrochemical cells with Pt electrodes at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. 198 The main problem with ILs is that they normally have high viscosity and low water solubility. 51, 199, 200 This hinders mass transfer, and leads to low current densities and, consequently, low hydrogen production rates. ILs with higher conductivities and better water solubility are required to enhance ionic transfer and improve the water electrolysis process.
Research efforts on new electrolyte media for water electrolysis are still relatively scarce when compared to the huge number of studies devoted to the development of new electrocatalytic materials. There is an immense potential for improving overall electrolysis efficiency using electrolyte additives, which can enhance mass transfer and thus reduce the electrolyte resistance. Addition of electrolyte additives also affects the affinity between the electrolyte and the electrodes, facilitating bubble management.
As discussed before, formation and transportation of bubbles cause considerable Ohmic losses in the cell. The dissolved gas bubbles and the gas interfaces between electrodes and electrolyte generate large resistances to water electrolysis. The bubble phenomena have been studied intensively, 96, 201, 202 but no mechanisms or models have yet been applied to alkaline water electrolysis. The contributions of the electrode surface coverage by gas bubbles and the electrolyte--phase bubble void fraction to the Ohmic drop have been discussed. 97 Reducing the bubbles' residence time on the electrode surface is fundamental to minimize their size and thus reduce their resistance.
Hydrophilic electrodes have higher affinity to water than to gas bubbles. Their application facilitates mass transfer from the electrolyte to the electrode. Surfactants may be added to the electrolyte to reduce the surface tension. This will decrease bubbles' size and accelerate their detachment from the electrode surface. The added surfactants must be inert to the electrochemical reactions 203 and stable during the whole process.
The electrode surface may also be modified mechanically by introducing slits and holes on it to promote the escape of the gas bubbles. To avoid gas trapping in the holes, the typical diameter for electrode perforation in alkaline water electrolysis is 0.1 and 0.7 mm for hydrogen and oxygen, respectively. 38 Forced mechanical circulation of the electrolyte solution can also help sweeping the bubbles off the electrode's surface. The electrolyte circulation speed should be high enough to promote mass transfer and eliminate concentration gradients.
In summary, the overall performance of novel electrolyzers is impressive, particularly regarding their high operating current densities and relatively low cell voltages, and further improvements are expected to occur.
CONCLUSIONS
Alkaline water electrolysis, powered by renewable energy sources (e.g., sun, wind, and waves), can be integrated into a distributed energy system to produce hydrogen for end use or as an energy storage medium. Compared to the current major methods used for hydrogen production, alkaline water electrolysis is generally seen as a simpler technology; however, it still needs much work to improve its present efficiency. Further research is required to overcome durability and safety issues that still block the widespread use of alkaline water electrolysis.
The fundamentals of water electrolysis have been examined and performances of various water electrolysis designs have been compared. Thermodynamic and kinetic approaches to the alkaline water electrolysis technology have been envisaged. The resistances that hinder the electrolysis efficiency have been identified, which include resistances generated by gas bubbles, activation energies of electrochemical reactions, mass transfer, and electrical resistances in the circuit. The effect of the bubbles' resistance can be minimized by modifying the electrode and/or using electrolyte additives. The reaction overpotential may be adjusted by the choice of a suitable electrode material. Mass transfer resistances can be reduced substantially through electrolyte circulation. A clear awareness of the involved resistances is vital to improve the electrolyzer's efficiency, especially when working at high current densities.
Some practical considerations on the electrolyzers' development indicate that alkaline water electrolysis is a viable method for hydrogen production. The historical background of water electrolysis technology has been presented to shed light on what should be the future trends to follow. To improve the efficiency of alkaline water electrolysis further, R&D efforts focusing on the development of new electrocatalysts and effective electrolyte additives, use of physical/ chemical electrode modifications, and appropriate management of the gas bubble phenomena are urgently required.
